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Money Word Problems
Use the given price list to solve the word problems.
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1) Jane and Dave plan to host a New Year's Eve party for their friends. They buy 5 packs
of dinner plates. How much do they spend on dinner plates?
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2) Claudia picks up confetti poppers worth $31.84 to shower her guests with a glitzy
surprise. How many confetti poppers does she buy?
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4) Brian buys a pinata, to ringwww.mathworksheets4kids.com
in the New Year with a fun countdown for the kids. He
also buys a pack of party hats. How much money does he spend on the two items?

5) Tina buys a New Year balloon kit. She pays the cashier with a $20 bill. How much
does Tina receive in change?
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Answer key

Name :

Money Word Problems
Use the given price list to solve the word problems.
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1) Jane and Dave plan to host a New Year's Eve party for their friends. They buy 5 packs
of dinner plates. How much do they spend on dinner plates?

S 21.25

PREVIEW

2) Claudia picks up confetti poppers worth $31.84 to shower her guests with a glitzy
surprise. How many confetti poppers does she buy?
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4) Brian buys a pinata, to ringwww.mathworksheets4kids.com
in the New Year with a fun countdown for the kids. He
also buys a pack of party hats. How much money does he spend on the two items?

S 37.06
5) Tina buys a New Year balloon kit. She pays the cashier with a $20 bill. How much
does Tina receive in change?

S 7.25
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